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Throughout this project my work has developed along lines I had 

not anticipated, the methodologies and techniques that I employed 

diverged from my original brief, although the theorists, 

philosophical works, and concepts have remained consistent. As the 

project fleshed out, my skills and understanding of the materials 

evolved along with my appreciation for the philosophical and 

theoretical papers I was reading alongside my practice, such as 

Walter Benjamin (1998) and Luis Althusser (2006). The 

assignment started with the philosophical discussions around 

Vincent van Gogh’s painting Boots with Laces (1886), started by 

Martin Heidegger (2011 pp. 100-103), and Meyer Schapiro (1998, 

pp. 135-142) and fuelled by Jacque Derrida (1978a, pp. 1-44). The 

debate was around the ownership of the boots, and how one might 

attribute such a thing without the 

artist’s input. This raised ideas 

from Roland Barthes ‘Death of 

the Author’ (1977, pp. 

142-149) to the post 

modernist’s notion of 

‘relativist truth’ (A 

Brief History of 

Truth, 2017). 

The physical deconstruction of one of my broken shoes was 

completed prior to an investigation into surfaces, indexical traces, 

materials and re-construction. I considered how identities are 

imparted on bodies using tattoos, from their anthropological 

history (Caplan, 2000) to how shoes can be decorated within our 

contemporary culture. The broken shoe led me down lines of ruin, 

Benjamin (1998, 2002) and the Allegorical Impulse (Owens, 1980a 

and 1980b). 

During my experimentation with video for a ‘crit’ I engaged with a 

new aesthetic paradigm, that of performance and projection. I 

researched Nicolas Bourriaud (2002) and Louis Althusser (2006) 

whose ideas developed my understanding of the ‘materialism of the 

encounter’ (Althusser, 2006, pp. 163-208). The dynamic of my 

work changed, it had a new relationship with the viewer, the work 

was no longer static, but as in my live art performance 

PhantasmAletheia it fed off the interaction with the participant. In 

the making of the video das Umsichgreifen I incorporated my 

sculpted object Das Kaputte Ding, a wearable lead shoe, and drew 

upon the concept of ‘Tool-being’ (Harman, 2002). In exhibition the 

sculpted object and the video will be presented together. 

Introduction
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This was ‘ground zero’ I dissected the shoe which was broken (its sole was already becoming detached from the upper), I separated the leather upper 
from the sole altogether; the seam in the upper was also cut. You can see the two shoes, the right is complete and the outside is presented, the left shoe is 
dismantled, dismembered, and it is laid so that the inside is visible. This is part of Derrida’s (1978b) deconstruction process, comparing opposites, and 
considering whether there is any bias or preference of one over the other.

Breakdown 
Image 1: Untitled (60cm x 40cm x 10cm) [Clarkes ‘Voom Line’ Sandal] 
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Tattoo Motifs 
Image 2: Untitled (29.7cm x 42cm) [digital drawing]  
Image 3: Untitled (21cm x 29.7cm) [digital drawing] 

These designs are the output from my research in to tattoo anthropology (see my Journal, pp. 32-33, 44-47) in particular the traditional Kolam tattoos 
from India (Krutak, 2009). The design is intended to be an allegorical image drawing on references: from my past work, the artworks that have 
influenced me, and images representing why I am an artist. Emblems include: the scull from Holbein’s (1533) The Ambassadors painting, a Chimera, 
and my print after Goya’s The Disasters of War series.
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I wanted to print the leather uppers but I didn’t want to cover them in ink. After attending the Jasper Johns exhibition at the Royal Academy in October 
2017 I was inspired by his oil and charcoal print of his hands and face, titled Skin with O’Hara Poem (1965). With the images opposite I incorporated an 
element of absence verses presence, a further reference to Derrida (1978b, p.5)  but also Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s The Visible and the Invisible (1968).

Printing 
Image 4: Presence 1 (59.4cm x 42cm) [Charcoal on Paper]  
Image 5: Presence 2 (42cm x 42cm) [Charcoal on Paper] 
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Image 6: Absence 1 (59.4cm x 42cm) [Charcoal on Paper]  
Image 7: Absence 2 (59.4cm x 42cm) [Charcoal on Paper] 

The blown away excess charcoal dust provides an intensely barren and bleak appearance against the ghostly glow of the white, absent leather uppers. It 
evokes the writing on ‘Dust’ by Bataille (1995, pp. 42-3) a reference to the modern ruin. 
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Additive Sculpture 
Image 8: Untitled (Framing Tape) (31cm x 11cm x 10cm) [Self-adhesive framing tape on foam-board] 

This sculpture was a response to my investigation into inappropriate shoe materials and reading a passage from Benjamin’s The Origin of German 
Tragic Drama (1998, pp. 207-8), in which he quotes from Gryphius, a baroque drama, where Herod’s wife finds a torn up letter from her husband, in 
piecing it together she reveals its message, Herod’s wishes, that if he should die in battle his wife is to be killed on his orders. The allegory is disclosed in 
her slowly piecing together the letter fragments, and so revealing the truth. 
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Image 9: Untitled (Newsprint) (31cm x 11cm x 10cm) [Newsprint paper on paper with starch]  
Image 10: Untitled (Newsprint) (Detail) (31cm x 11cm x 10cm) [Newsprint paper on paper with starch]  

Here the materiality of the shoe, its ‘thingly’ nature (Heidegger, 2011, p. 96) is apparent. This shoe is made entirely out of paper, I used the starch within 
the newsprint as the adhesive and no additional glue was used. This created a flakey shoe out of torn fragments held together with the material’s innate 
bonding agent, making a shoe that would not work as a shoe even though it would fit my foot. In essence the slipper is broken, although the viewer reads 
it as a shoe it cannot function as such.
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Images 12 & 13: Untitled (lead shoe) (31cm x 11cm x 11cm) [Lead, solder and silicon insole] 
Images 14 - 16 (clockwise opposite): Das Kaputte Ding (3152px x 4413 px, 4661px x 3013px, 4638px x 3092px) [photographs] 

The use of lead continues my investigation into inappropriate materials. It is no longer fragile but it remains incompatible as a shoe. Not only is the 
material toxic, it is very dense, and therefore heavy. It is a relatively pliable metal but overworking can cause fatigue, and breakdown. 
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Shown here are a few photographs of Das Kaputte Ding, it had a wire hinge at the heel allowing it to be worn in the broken fashion. It was used in a 
video although the single joint was too fragile, and the sculpture no longer exists like this; the photographs are all that remain. The apparent brokenness 
is a literal comment backed up with the weight of the metaphorically ‘broken’ element of the inappropriate material. This is inspired by Barthes’ 
allegorical scheme (Owens, 1980b, pp.75).

https://youtu.be/D8d3TD4mbx8
https://youtu.be/D8d3TD4mbx8
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Casting 
Image 17: Untitled (investment and investee) (38cm x 15cm x 1cm) [Silicon moulds with original polyurethane & leather sole] 
Image 18: Untitled (Inner sole investment) (38cm x 15cm x 7cm) [Silicon]

Inspired by Rachel Whiteread’s exhibition at the Tate this year, I tried my hand at casting, these are the moulds that I made. Like prints and their plates 
sometimes the investment is as appealing as the resultant copy, it may have something to do with Benjamin’s (2008) concept of the reproduction, the 
further we get from the original the weaker its aura. 
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Image 19: Untitled (White casts of shoe parts) (42 cm x 59.4 cm x 4 cm) [Polyurethane, plaster and marble/Jesmonite™ casts] 

These classical white casts were some of the first produced from the silicon investments (of course the Romans vividly painted theirs). There are three 
complete sets, each cast in a different material. The outsides of the shoes are presented, with the inside remaining invisible to the viewer. I find the wear 
on the soles interesting as it provides information about the owner, their gait, and style of walking. The sequence from left to right is from flexible, 
through brittle, to hard.
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Image 20: Untitled (Resin with iron filler cast of shoe parts) (30cm x 40cm x 4cm) [Iron resin casts] 

This iron resin cast has been patinated with oxide thus encouraging a sense of time passing. I was inspired by Henri Bergson’s notion of ‘quantitive 
homogeneity’. Gilles Deleuze (1991, pp. 31-2) in quoting Bergson explains this concept, relating it to a sugar cube: as the cube dissolves it reveals a 
‘rhythm’ that gives away a sense of its own essence, sugar’s nature is to dissolve in water, as iron’s nature is to rust. Making this visible in the artwork 
provides a memento mori of sorts, Deleuze describes the witnessing of a material’s ‘rhythm’ as a reminder signifying one’s own rhythmic duration and 
our place along an expected timeline (1991, p.32). 
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Image 21: Broken shoes (84cm x 120cm x 4cm) [Glass wax, plaster, marble/Jesmonite™, slate/resin, iron/resin polyurethane casts] 

This collection is inspired by Rachel Whiteread’s retrospective at the Tate Britain (2017-8) most notably the display of nine Torso (1991-9) casts, the 
main difference being that these all came from the same cast mould, only the matter has been altered. The texture of the leather appeared 
anthropomorphic against the hard eroded soles. The sequence is ordered from the most brittle to the most flexible, there is a sense of ruin especially in 
the rightmost casts, with missing parts, shattered, cracked and crumbling plaster. As with Bergson’s ‘quantitive homogeneity’ the  materiality of some of 
the casts reveals their nature.
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Videos and Live Performances 
Image 22: The Missing Piece [YouTube] 3m42s - click on image to open video link 

This fragmented video is edited to be looped. It depicts the circular existence of the missing piece of cast glass wax from the previous page. The cast is 
virtually invisible until it shatters, when it becomes apparent both audibly and visually. This is a hint towards Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s (1968) The 
Visible and the Invisible, whereby things can become forgotten through complacency, going unnoticed until they are gone and you become aware of 
them through their absence. It is also a reference to Graham Harman’s ‘Tool-being’ (2002) and Heidegger’s ‘broken-tool’ notion which suggests that 
when objects break we become hyper alert to them.

####################################################################### #

https://youtu.be/Ph2J4K9Cslc
https://youtu.be/Ph2J4K9Cslc
https://youtu.be/Ph2J4K9Cslc
https://youtu.be/Ph2J4K9Cslc
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Images 23-26: The Missing Piece [Stills] clockwise from top left 0m12s, 1m16s, 1m24s, 3m34s 
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Image 27: PhantasmAletheia [YouTube] 2m04s - click on image to open video link 

##################

##################

##################

################# #

This video montage documents my collaborative performance with Trudy Read, the piece brought our personal projects together, Trudy’s dream archive 
(Phántasma), and my investigation into truth (Aletheia). As the participant recounted their dreams we both typed our version of what we heard. We each 
produced a positive inked version and a non-inked but indented copy, the originals (one of each) were posted in the archive and the participant selected 
one of the copies, it was closed with a bespoke wax seal and was theirs to keep, the rejected copy was shredded. This investigated the subjectivity of truth, 
particularly historical truth, its potential suppression, woefully perilous nature and its potential for erroneousness (A Brief History of Truth, 2017).

https://youtu.be/O8bMqn2KsSs
https://youtu.be/O8bMqn2KsSs
https://youtu.be/O8bMqn2KsSs
https://youtu.be/O8bMqn2KsSs
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Images 28-32: PhantasmAletheia [Stills] clockwise from top left 0m07s, 0m09s, 1m26s, 1m41s 
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Image 33: das Umsichgreifen (Progress) [YouTube] 7m04s - click on image to open video link 

In this video I wear the lead shoe from images 12 & 13. The first part involves me walking around my house, beating the boundary, in the second part I 
walk up a hill until the shoe breaks, I then take off the shoe and walk unhindered. This explores one’s perspectives, and the idea of the ‘broken tool’, 
when I wear the shoe we become a new being, when things gradually breakdown one can come accustomed to this over time, whilst a sudden collapse 
reveals not another side to the coin but an entirely new ‘being’ (Harman, 2002, p.259). This maybe a metaphor for many things, a course of study, a 
degrading hip that requires replacement, or a maintained blood cancer that could be cured with a bone marrow transplant.

#############
#############
########### # #

https://youtu.be/EMHjC2eEMhc
https://youtu.be/EMHjC2eEMhc
https://youtu.be/EMHjC2eEMhc
https://youtu.be/EMHjC2eEMhc
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Images 34-37: Das Kaputte Ding [Stills] clockwise from top left 1m25s, 2m03s, 2m42s, 6m49s 
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I started with a broken slipper which I intended to investigate with 

the view to better understanding Heidegger’s philosophy of ‘Tool-

Analysis’ and how this can relate to art. My practice started with 

deconstructing the broken slipper and using the pattern to build 

shoes out of inappropriate materials, thus rendering them ‘in-

themselves’ broken.  

During the project I better understood related philosophies such as 

Benjamin’s (1998) allegory, its fragmentation and the modern ruin. 

I learnt about Harman’s (2018) Object Oriented Ontology, and the 

interplay it employs between Heideggerian thinking and Benjamin’s 

concept of allegory in its application of the metaphor; as a means to 

reveal truth. Understanding these philosophers gave me a deeper 

appreciation of the writings of art theorists such as Owens (1980a, 

1980b) and Buchloh (1982).  

My practice has developed from making static sculptures to video 

and live art, changing the relationship between the viewer, my work 

and myself. I learnt about ‘relational aesthetics’ (Bourriaud, 2002) 

and embraced the ‘materialism of the encounter’ (Althusser, 2006), 

appreciating what Rauschenberg often said, that art can be found 

‘in the gap between art and life’ (Jobey, 2016).  

I was greatly inspired by Rachel Whiteread’s (2017) retrospective, 

and I found casting materials an interesting process. However once 

I had acquired the skill I found the mechanical nature of replicating 

articles less appealing than making objects freehand; whether in 

clay, paper or lead. That said, when casting from a clay sculpture 

that I had made (the inner sole of the lead shoe) it enabled my 

application of this newly acquired skill in a more free hand way. 

The use of lead in my art practice is important, lead is a material 

that is dense, heavy, toxic yet it can be used for protection: in 

hospitals it is often used as a radiation barrier. Although it requires 

special safety precautions, as does casting with resin, I feel that as 

long as one understands the materials and the necessary 

precautions the risk is mitigated. Regarding the different materials 

I used, I found the most successful in presenting the broken shoe to 

be lead and paper. They are in many ways opposite: light/heavy, 

inert/toxic, robust/fragile yet they both reveal their natures, 

reminding me of the binary opposites utilised in Derrida’s 

deconstructions (1978b), and in the future I could use this 

counterpoint in the presentation of a juxtaposition of the two shoes. 

Iron also reveals its ‘thinglyness’ (Heidegger, 2011, p. 96) with ease, 

but the addition of resin leaves me suspecting foul play or some 

dishonesty.  

Performing in the video and live art was the most significant change 

to my work practice, and the feedback I’ve received has been 

Evaluation
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positive. I made some changes to the first video I presented, The 

Missing Piece, not least the title (previously Shot to Pieces) but also 

the edit, text and filters, paring down the presentation from an 

overly embellished original. Das Umsichgreifen also required 

revisiting, as the original footage was insufficient due to the shoe 

failing prematurely (this earlier video is available via the link on 

page 9 ‘Video’). On reflection the selected location of the first video 

was poorly considered, fortunately I had sufficient time to consider 

this and retake the necessary video in a more appropriate setting. 

This time I thought about my existence, my framing and the ‘event’ 

I was depicting (Žižek, 2014, p.32).  

Francis Alÿs and David Hammons were most influential in das 

Umsichgreifen; I recognised the bleakness of their settings, urban 

and full of dystopia, where the central being is isolated and largely 

ignored. This was the impression I attempted to instil in the final 

video, although rural, the filter exaggerated the hard sunlight and 

provided the bleached, stripped out appearance. This reflected how 

I feel when in pain, the harsh sound also heightens this sensation.  

In exhibition, the presentation of the lead shoe Das Kaputte Ding 

alongside the video das Umsichgreifen provides the viewer with 

further insight, both into the static sculpture and a real presence of 

the object with regard to the ethereal video. From the video the 

beholder can appreciate the burden the shoe represents. The 

interplay in the display of the two elements is more than the sum of 

the parts, it creates a gestalt effect. I plan to exhibit these pieces in 

the near future, once assessed I shall post clips and photographs on 

social media in order to receive some immediate feedback on the 

work.   

In the future I plan to continue making video art and organising live 

performances as a means to investigate the truth in art. I have 

already begun to plan a further collaborative performance, where I 

will endeavour to better understand and incorporate more of Louis 

Althusser’s thinking on the ‘materialism of the encounter’ (2006, 

pp.163-208).  

The use of lead as a material that I use in sculpture will no doubt 

remain, and I would like to attempt casting in lead, although this 

will of course require different facilities and further safety 

precautions.  

A general interest in philosophy will continue to inform my art 

practice as it informs me about myself and the world. 
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